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ABSTRACT:
In a Western, industrialized context, environmental education is an important method of fostering
care and interest in the natural world. This education can include various types of engagement
from a formal classroom setting to an entertaining and emergent outdoor program. These
structures are designed to engage and teach people about the Earth’s systems and
more-than-human ways of being, often in the hopes of inspiring care and stewardship for our
planet. Outdoor educators play an integral role in introducing or re-connecting human bodies to
the world around them. The structures of white supremacy and colonialism, however, permeate
much of the mainstream environmental movement, influencing ways of teaching or engaging,
determining who gets invited, and our understanding of who wants to enjoy a relationship with
the natural world. Through this capstone, I explore both my own conditioning and assumptions
about ways to engage people in the outdoors, and the patterns of domination and oppression that
are intrinsic to the field of environmental education. I offer new methods of engagement that
decenter the teacher’s knowledge, and invite the intersections of memory, identity, personal
experience, and ways of being with land from all beings.
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CHAPTER 1: INTRODUCTION:
The Wilderness Act of 1964 sets in writing the United States’ understanding of wild
spaces and appropriate usage within them (Wilderness Act, 1964). It sets up a false dichotomy
between humanity and the rest of the world that allows for the extraction, oppression, and
destruction of people and ecological systems (Taylor, 2014). The Wilderness Act rests on a
foundation of settler legislature designed to facilitate European-descended, Christian, male
possession and domination of land and bodies.  Numerous broken and rescinded promises made
to non-white dwellers in this land (such as General Sherman’s Special Field Orders No. 15, or
“40 acres and a mule,” as well as inadequately funded or broken treaty provisions made between
sovereign tribal and federal governments (Finney, 2014).) are normalized in U.S. educational
settings. Despite this history of domination and oppression, dominant culture in America--
strong, white, and male--has crafted a version of the American identity that paints wilderness and
open spaces as the birthright of all human beings.
In this version of the American identity, non-white, queer, disabled, and many other
experiences and voices are marginalized, and so are not able to contribute to the shaping of this
collective identity. What we are left with is a version of Americans’ relationships with the
outdoors as seen from a specific colonizer lens, reducing the complexities and richness that come
with welcoming the perspectives of all communities (Finney, 2014). I propose that connecting
with the natural world involves confronting America’s history of trauma and expanding our
conceptions of what it means to be in relationship to the more-than-human world. Members of
BIPOC, feminist, and queer communities have been noticing and addressing this disparity for
generations, despite silencing, erasure, and other forms of oppression (Calderon, 2014; Davis,
2019, Finney, 2014, IE, 2021, Shimazaki, 2019-present, Valenzuela, 2020). Being accountable to
this history helps us better engage with all people in an outdoor setting.
In his work Natural History as a Practice of Kinship, Dr. Thomas Fleishner notes that
dominant American culture has made interest in the more-than-human world a thing not worth
adult time and interest (Fleishner, 2019, p 13). Thus, it is necessary to confront the ways internal
and settler colonialism have informed American identity, specifically in regards to how land and
natural spaces are considered (Finney, 2014). In many ways, outdoor education perpetuates
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systems of oppression and exclusion even while endeavoring to inspire humanity to care for our
planet (Calderon, 2014).
My education as an environmental scientist and later as an educator was conducted
within the dominant, colonialist, white framework. Additionally, I have observed in both the
scientific community and science education work, much regard is given to being an “expert,”
with a disproportionate appreciation for the potential that admitting to not-knowing, or the
process of learning through mistakes or failures. To disrupt this and move away from the
individualistic, expert nature of the research, I drew on reciprocal ways of being with knowledge
sources. This including drawing on works created by Black, brown, queer, young people, and
other marginalized peoples in realm of environmental work, holding conversations among
community members, and questioning deeply my own power and biases. My goals are to become
more aware of my own relationship to the natural world, recognizing when patterns of extraction,
colonialism, and exceptionalism show up, and to better act as a bridge between urban-dwelling,
nature-seeking individuals and the world we live in, especially in my work as an educator.
CHAPTER 2: METHODOLOGY
In order to conduct this research in a respectful and humble manner, I created several
methods for engaging with ideas about the natural world and peoples’ experiences of the natural
world. An important overarching question of this research involved understanding who makes up
my community. My cultural conditioning has reinforced the value of individualism, and so
understanding who or what makes up a community was a learning journey. The people
referenced here as “my community” are Rockaway Beach locals, environmental educators with
whom I’ve worked, and friends. I envision community as an expanding sphere, with the
abovementioned groups closer to center, and populated in outer reaches by people I may never
meet, but with whom I share values. The environmental justice advocates and teachers whose
work shaped this project belong to a global community of individuals who work to dismantle
systems of oppression and reconnect humanity with Earth. As a beginner sharing in this work, I
consider myself part of this community as well.
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2.1 Tending to Gaps in my Learning
Carolyn Finney (2014) and Lauret Savoy (2015) consider the intersection of race,
memory, and personal connection to the outdoors.  Inspired by these texts, I designed a study
course to expand my knowledge of the tumultuous history Americans have with land. Diving
into this content offered me a better understanding of the formation of environmental justice
movements and the impact of colonization on different American relationships to land. The
structure of this course allowed me to add to my knowledge of the environmental movement,
tending to areas that were minimized in earlier environmental science education.
2.2 Pollinating Conversations, Community Building
This research represents a shift from isolation and anxiety to finding joy in community.
Nick Montgomery and carla bergman (2019, p 48) describe “joy” as the expansion of capabilities
and tout the importance of sharing in community as a method of supporting transformation.
To share learnings with community, I invited colleagues, local leaders in environmental
education, and others whose work I admired to  “Pollinating Conversations.” This term was
chosen after deep discussion with my anchor coach on the extractive potential of interviews
(Kvale, 1996). I created conversation spaces to learn how other folks relate to Nature, and how
they share that relationship with others by asking questions that came up for me in my research,
while encouraging conversation partners to ask me questions in return, and by using methods of
recording that allowed for talk to flow naturally. My learnings are summarized in Appendix A.
A transparency and consent document was created to reflect the spirit of a Pollinating
Conversation--manage expectations, assert conversations as anti-oppression spaces, and clarify
the uses of my power as a researcher (Appendix B).
I paired this method of engagement with in-person community building by participating
in beach clean-ups, marsh plantings, and by volunteering at a local farm. This participation in
community stewardship continues as an ongoing practice of transformation, reciprocity and
relationship-building.
2.3 Witnessing, Deep Listening
I accessed online resources such as virtual town halls, talks, summits, and webinars to
support and listen to the work being done by prominent and emerging BIPOC environmental
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activists. This research was informed by Black feminist theory, and learning from a group as
intersectionally oppressed as Black feminists required much respect and care. My participation in
these spaces was intentionally reserved to the role of witness, as a practice of decentering my
own perspectives and learning from others. As a white woman, I have not been conditioned to
consider the intersection of race and the environment, and I have been taught extractive learning
methods. Connecting to and sharing goals, values, and interests with other communities was an
important way to remain committed to a vision of society where respect of all life is centered.
These talks and events were designed, created and led by people who have been erased and
marginalized in the sciences and outdoor education fields. I joined these spaces with the intent of
learning through witnessing people stand in their power, in spaces offered specifically for this
learning. In my career as a scientist and outdoor educator, I have observed and perpetuated
extractive learning methods, asking folks, especially people of color to share their knowledge
and experiences, without respect for the experiences and selfhood behind the person.
Non-extractive learning involves building trust, and seeing a person and their gifts--of story,
wisdom, work, and creativity, for example--as exactly who they are, rather than what I can “get”
from them. As I continue practicing solidarity, I value connection and relationship over
information or expertise, and seek to model this in my own practices.
Appendix C outlines these events and the key learnings that shaped my questions and
research into the rich history of resistance, creation, and relationship with land stewarded by
BIPOC communities around the world. These experiences offered an opportunity to participate
in events where the voices and stories that have been historically marginalized were centered and
celebrated.
In addition to accessing and participating in the sharing of knowledge from the human
environmental community, I acknowledged the immense capacity for Land to instruct me. This
research was enacted within the confines of Rockaway Beach, New York. I incorporated
journaling, and intentional time spent being with the Land into my methods. My own
relationship to Nature was able to shift and change by releasing the ecologists’ tendency to
catalogue and identify, in favor of simply being with and learning from Land.  This practice of
being with the Land is inspired by Maina-Okori, Koushik, and Wilson (2018, p 288), and their
understanding of how our multiple subjectivities are interconnected and related, shaping our
relationship with Land.  I undertook this relationships-tracking through journaling as a way to
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notice the influences of my own identity and culture, so as not to appropriate ways of being from
Indigenous practices and culture. A structure of journaling and sketching to process this
being-with-Land allowed me to reflect, while body-work such as mindfulness and grounding
(informed by my personal psychotherapy work, as well as exercises and prompts from Resmaa
Menekem’s My Grandmother’s Hands (2017)). allowed me to notice trauma-responses and
access four-bodied knowing and create ways of relating that were authentic and genuine to me.
2.4 Creating A Teaching Tool
Previously, my outdoor engagement work has relied on what Paulo Freire (2000) refers to
as the Banking Model of Education. In the banking model, instructors hold power and know all,
while learners are seen as empty vessels. In reality, we all arrive with our own experiences and
knowledge about a place, and those elements can be invited in for an emergent and collaborative
experience for all.
To address this, I created a card deck which contains a distillation of this research. Each
chosen question, prompt, and design element was carefully and lovingly selected to encourage
active participation. The deck provides an emergent framework for outdoor engagement, and
encourages the intersection and overlap of participants’ identities: culture, memory, relations,
language, sensory abilities, and other knowledge. Finally, the process of creating a card deck
filled with questions was a method of developing two of my learning edges: asking questions and
releasing expertise.
CHAPTER 3: RESULTS
Asking the question “what is Nature?” became an outdated guide for this research. As the
work progressed, I began to see how this question was yet another attempt to catalogue the
incommensurable. Questions that arose as a result of this realization focused on instead asking
about ways to share, grow, and build relationships with all beings, rather than limiting audiences
to “human” and “all the rest.”
The vocabulary I use to refer to the more-than-human world has shifted. I am aware of
“the grammar of animacy” (Kimmerer, 2013) when speaking as a way to respectfully include the
more-than-human world in my practices. I work to incorporate the relational protocols:
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invitation, permission, introduction, offerings, and listening in every facet of my life (Shelburne
Farms residency, summer 2019).
I noticed how my language, in journals and conversation, reflected my assumptions about
my own separation from the natural world. This mid-April journal entry reflects this shift,
representing an entry point to thinking differently about how I engage with the natural world:
“I think I consider Nature “other.” I’ve been ignoring that idea and jumping ahead to the
part where I try to change it. How does this show up in the types of questions I’m asking?
Now that I’ve named it, I feel an amorphous yearning whenever I think of “being in
Nature”--what am I longing for? I think I’ve been avoiding wisdom from my own culture
because I’m in denial that I can learn from a culture that’s committed so much harm to
both land and living bodies.”
This journal entry made me realize the importance of confronting my white guilt and
historical trauma, and unpacking my privilege in relation to my understanding of Nature.
Understanding both my history and my values in this way created a strong foundation for the
interviews and collaborative work for this project. A harvest of these learnings can be found in
Appendix D.
Over time, I noticed changes in personal journal entries, specifically in terms of what I
deemed worthy of recording. My previous education as an ecologist influenced earlier works,
making earlier entries read like data-collection. Later entries include subjectivity, creative
mark-making, and the inclusion of emotions, representing the broadening of my relationship with
the more-than-human world.
Two excerpts, the first from March, and the second in June, highlight this shift well:
3/26/21: “M+Z, stroll to boardwalk to start the day. Appreciating silence and
calm...foggy and cool, noticing more and more new Spartina.”
6/20/21:  “Notice fear and trepidation on land replaced with self-reassurance and
competent decision making in the water. I am reminded of the power of the place I am in.
Hello, Ocean, thank you for letting me paddle in you and keeping me humble.”
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The results of this research have expanded my ability to understand the systems of
oppression that sever humanity’s ties to the rest of the world. I have been opened to the ways
white supremacy, heteronormative, patriarchal, and ableist systems create false dichotomies and
characterize who can and should be in relationship with our planet. By expanding my concept of
what language can be, and leaning into rather avoiding shame, I noticed my own relationship
with the more-than-human world shifting towards something more personal and less extractive. I
leave this research with a clear understanding of the importance of practicing solidarity in my
work, and with many questions about how to make tangible efforts to align my work with those
with whom I choose to be in solidarity.
My teaching style has shifted, to address the patterns of hierarchy and domination I
notice in my field.  I am moving away from a role where I distribute knowledge, and instead
incorporate a midwife-style role: supporting self-discovery, rather than laying a banquet of
information to be digested. Pollinating Conversation partners who are involved in ecological
restoration, and those who teach or engage in the outdoors showed me the importance of
allowing the land to inform and guide a project. Relationship-building practices and the editing
process for the card deck allowed me to practice releasing control and getting comfortable with
difference and ambiguity.
The card deck was both a method for practicing these skills and a result of my learnings.
With this deck, I share knowledge in a way that foregrounds both learning and building
relationships. It creates an experience that welcomes personal identities and memories of all
participants. The questions in the deck seek to decolonize the way we talk about the
more-than-human land, by asking questions that challenge assumptions of power, ownership, and
belonging. The cards provide structure for an outdoor experience that honors each participant’s
sovereign logic: they can be answered in many ways, and topics can be explored as deeply or
superficially as participants like.
CHAPTER 4: EVALUATION AND ASSESSMENT
I used three methods of evaluation to track the progress of this research: body awareness
practices, journaling my experiences, and soliciting oral feedback from my community.
Throughout this process, I asked myself a question informed by Linda Tuhiwai Smith (1999):
“Who is this research for?” to decenter my own experience and focus on the work that has
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already been done in this field. Assessing for whom my research was being conducted allowed
me to be honest about personal and public aspects of this work. Part of this research was for me:
I tracked changes in my awareness and relationship to the more-than-human world. As my
internal conditions shifted, the research became an offering to the folx I engage with in my work.
As I become more capable of understanding and challenging systems of domination and
oppression in the outdoors, I can bring that to outdoor programs and into spaces where I meet
with others who share this love of the more-than-human world.
4.1 Body Awareness
People like my ancestors colonized the bodies and minds first of less powerful white
people, and then of people of color. They perpetuate cruel and unsustainable ways of being with
the natural world. The echoes of this trauma impact me today, and only by experiencing the
“clean pain” of confronting that trauma can I hope to change (Menakem, 2017, p19). I practiced
exercises in My Grandmother’s Hands in order to better understand my ancestor’s world, to
access my own whiteness without judgement, and to heal ancestral trauma in my body.  In
addition to trauma, recent and ancestral, the wisdom to know when and how to apply what I have
learned resides in my body.  Listening for a “yes” often meant leaning into moments where I was
experiencing a “no”, approaching the signals with curiosity, asking myself one of my favorite
questions, informed by the teachings of Omi Osun Jones: “What’s that about?” (class notes,
Relational Leadership module, fall 2019). This evaluation allowed me to use four-bodied
knowing (class notes, NR388a Fall 2019) -- engaging body, mind, spirit, and emotion during the
research.
4.2 Journaling and Written Recordings
I tracked my own relationship with the natural world in a journal to notice changes and
learning edges.  This began as a written record, but incorporated mark-making and sketches as a
way to “make meaning out of sensation,” based on the practice of Art-Based Perceptual Ecology
(Woolery, 2017, p 4).
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Figure 1: earlier entries into Nature-relationship tracking notebook
Figure 2: later entries, showing development of relationship
Figures 1 and 2, along with the excerpt shown in the Results section of this paper show
this shift from concrete details to more interpretive and creative recording.  This journal helped
me resist assigning qualitative value, and to learn from my own burgeoning relationship with
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Nature, while being mindful of my identity as a settler on this land (Piccolo, 2017; Tuck et al,
2014).
4.3 Oral Critique and Encouragement:
Inviting feedback and participation from community members held me accountable to my
work and illuminated opportunities for adjustment that I could not access alone. Appendix G
details this collaborative process.
The card deck in its current state is the result of ongoing collaboration among myself and
the friends, colleagues, and mentors in my field. These editing sessions were often impromptu
and informal, feedback was supplied orally, in conversation, and recorded in journal notes. All
instances of this type of feedback included enthusiastic consent from friends and colleagues
willing to be a part of this process. In previous endeavors to create teaching tools, I worked
alone, often enlisting assistance only to spot typos or help with formatting. For this project,
feedback involved hearing constructive criticism, as well as encouragement, and new ideas.
During the process of editing, I released my tendency to strive for perfection, and trusted that my
community would have wisdom to offer that would make the end result more beautiful,
meaningful, and accessible than anything I could create alone.
CHAPTER 5: RECOMMENDATIONS, NEXT STEPS, KEY
LEARNINGS
At the time of writing, New York City is undergoing a rapid return to pre-covid gathering
guidelines. I am currently navigating my own processing of this collective trauma, and
employing many of the mindfulness and body-work practices and habits that I developed over
the course of this project. A key learning was the ability to listen to the wisdom of my body, and
to respect the “no” and celebrate the “yes.”
In the future, I would like to develop this card deck and continue using it to engage
people in conversation about human/Nature relationships. For the purposes of this research, I
focused on the conception and creation of this teaching tool. I intend to utilize this deck, possibly
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translating it into more languages, in more structured programs with broader audiences as safely
and comfortably gathering with new people becomes a possibility.
As my understanding of the intricacies of a highly-differentiated environmental
movement expanded, I have learned to see my work as the gift I have to offer to the movement.
Over time, I became more aligned with my values of art-making, creative thinking, and
non-verbal/written idea synthesis. Additionally, I continue to learn non-extractive ways of
sharing information and experiences with others. This work has helped me see clearly those
patterns of oppression I am working to dismantle, such as worship of the written word,
information-hoarding, and being an “expert.”  My previous commitment to thriving in a system
where experts are given more power and respect than non-experts has shifted. Rather than seeing
peoples’ experiences and ideas as resources for me to gather and add to my own expertise, I am
working to build relationships of mutual care and equal exchange of ideas. The skills and values
I have practiced during this research have prepared me to approach these patterns and dissemble
them through creativity and emergence. Deep listening and witnessing practices have
strengthened my ability to dwell with differentiation, unsureness, and incommensurability.
I am leaving this research with a deepened understanding of the practice of solidarity.
This research has been an important consciousness-raising experience for me, and I will continue
to support intersectional and anti-racist environmental efforts in my work. By more thoroughly
appreciating the value of my work as an artist, conversation partner, and teacher, I can align
myself with the work I consider necessary: creating inclusive, safe, anti-racist, and exiting
outdoor engagement for all.
Additionally, I intend to maintain relationships with several cohort classmates, supporting
our continued efforts to be accountable to our work. By maintaining these relationships with
community outside the structure of my research, I anticipate that my capability to participate in
anti-racist and decolonial teaching will grow. As I continue on this path, the content of the card
deck will mirror my learnings, shifting and changing to reflect my own growth, and future
creative projects will be undertaken to inspire and delight when engaging in the outdoors. The
themes generated by my research--witnessing and listening, amplifying and sharing, and
releasing my hold on expertise while recognizing my skills and strengths--are touchstones for my
continued work in this field.
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I move on from this phase of my leadership journey humbled, carrying with me the
numerous gifts from Land and community. I better understand the historical implications of a
white woman such as myself presuming to introduce people to the more-than-human world: it
comes with a legacy of people who look like me working to uphold an idea of “Nature” that is
custom built for my comfort and relaxation. As such, my teaching style has shifted away from
sharing factual information into the practice of asking questions, and encouraging participation
from everyone.  I have become aware of a system of values and ethics that goes far beyond the
anthropocentric to include all life (Piccolo, 2017). I am incorporating practices of asking for help
and inviting collaboration into my daily work as an outdoor educator.  Whereas previously, I
considered my love of nature to be an asset that set me apart or made me particularly capable in
my line of work, I am now able to notice and appreciate love of Nature as it appears in everyday
encounters, and support that appreciation and love in others.
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Cross Pollinating: Key learnings from Pollinating Conversations
In the spirit of building community, I invited several people in for Pollinating
Conversations. Coach Heather Laine Talley offered the use of the term “pollinating” to represent
the interchange of information, wisdom, and relationship each conversation would support. As a
white woman living in a wealthy, urban environment, I hold a considerable amount of power. As
a researcher, I became aware of the potential for this power to influence  interviews, exploring
the ways human beings connect with the natural world. I carefully considered interview
partners--many of whom are colleagues, past or present, or leaders in the fields of
environmental/outdoor education and ecology--who were or could be mentors not only in my
journey to be a better educator, but also in my efforts to be an ally, a community member, and a
creative thinker. What resulted from these conversations was emergent and continued to surprise
and offer wisdom, long after each chat had ended. I have formed strong relationships with each
of these conversation partners, been introduced to more ways of being in community and noticed
my practices changing in the ways I engage with others and ask questions. The following will
take you to a graphic display of my key learnings from these conversations, and the themes and
ideas that have informed every aspect of this project:
Click here to view the presentation
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APPENDIX B:
Transparency Document for Pollinating Conversation Partners
Thank you for agreeing to engage in conversation with me. This document is a type of
contract that acknowledges the power of both/all participants, and sets up expectations in order
to create a joyful and generative conversation. I believe that, in Western academic pursuit of
knowledge, an “interview” carries with it expectations and roles: the person asking the question
(the researcher) is looking for knowledge or insight that the person being questioned (the
research subject) currently has. In the spirit of my learning journey, I shed that model, in order to
engage not in an “interview”, but in a conversation with you. I am a traveler, following various
paths of learning. You are a person whose work resonates with my own, and whose insight and
experience has value both in its own right, and to the end I am journeying towards. This
conversation marks a crossroads of our work, and it is in the spirit of a roadside rest, a leisurely
visit, that I ask to engage with you, rather than in any academic hierarchy model.
I have asked to interview you because your work (as I have encountered it) aligns with what I am
learning and because I am inspired and curious about your experiences, methods, and insight. I
bring to this conversation questions that have arisen within me that I would like to share with
you, however, I understand that you know your work best, and so these questions will not seek to
steer the conversation in any particular direction that is not first agreed on by both of us.
The project I am currently undertaking is designed to explore the relationship people have with
place, Nature, and community. More details are provided at the end of this document. It is
informed by an anti-colonial research methodology, which stresses the importance of community
and non-extractive practices. In the spirit of prioritizing relationship building, I promise to:
1. Be clear about scheduling a time to talk. The length or duration of our conversation will
be agreed upon prior to beginning, and will be informed by how much time you are able
to accommodate.
2. Frame my questions as open-ended conversation guides that inspire deep connection and
discussion, rather than answer-seeking, qualitative probes.
3. Honor your experience and perspective without projecting my agenda. This means
listening deeply and actively, noticing any generative  tangents that feel right to follow in
that moment.
4. Make decisions collectively that pertain to data collection (recording and/or note-taking
during our time together), privacy, and how the conversation can be used in the context of
my work in the UVM MLS Capstone project. This pertains to transparency of how the
information will be  used, and what it looks like in its final state. Be sensitive to and
aware of culture, race, religion, and other aspects of identity, and support differences in
opinion and perception by avoiding projection, naming our power, and understanding that
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tension and discomfort are often powerful tools for deeper learning. I welcome
differences of opinion and principle, but oppose racist or otherwise oppressive material.
5. Keep you abreast of my research to the extent of your choice, which we can discuss
during our conversation..
6. I will share the details of my capstone project, so that you have a clear vision of the work
I am doing.
About this project:
I was trained as an ecologist/environmental scientist, and my livelihood involves
engaging people outdoors. My journey throughout this graduate program has involved
unlearning the colonial and white-supremacy conditioning in which I have been immersed, and
re-creating connection to community (including land and living beings). The capstone process
has led me to the conclusion that there is ample room for critical examination of the ways I/we
relate to our world. How can I/we perpetuate human/land connection that is non-extractive and
reciprocal? What are the other ways of relating to land and place that have been repressed or
marginalized by dominant white society? What does it look like to re-imagine a future of deep
connection to land, place, and each other?
As an educator, I engage people in the outdoors. This project is a way for me to expand
my capacity for supporting differences and providing an enriching and relatable experience in
nature for the people I encounter.
Thank you for participating, and I look forward to speaking with you!
Marieke Bender




A Harvest of Community Building, Witnessing, and Participatory Learning
Title of Event Key Speakers/ Teachers Harvested Learnings
Visionary Organizers:
Fighting Colonialism
from the US to the
Philippines to Palestine
The Catalyst Project:
Krystal Two Bulls (Oglala
Lakota & Northern Cheyenne)
with NDN Collective




● Better understanding of how global struggles are
related: migration isn’t beautiful when it is a
result of occupation.
● The importance of not only learning from
oppressed people by hearing their stories, opening
doors, but also how to learn from people against
whom my culture has committed violence.
● Tangible ways to work towards solutions: open
the door, and stand aside. Learn history from
non-white sources. Continue conversations locally
about decolonization of mind and land
● Removing people from land is removing feminine
power: colonialism centers male power/voices.






Brenda Mallory (Council on
Environmental Quality)







And the  Intersectional
Environmentalist Council
● Failure of US to provide clean air and water for
all, silencing of lived experience of Black
Americans and other people of color. Weight of
experiencing these topics as a settler in a
Black/Women-Led summit
● Importance of intergenerational conversation:
allowing tech to be an aide, but not
crutch/preventing us from connecting across age.
● Environmental movements that are interactional
and justice-oriented have traditionally been led by
women.
● Importance of being open to learning, abandoning
“expert” title, sitting back and listening rather
than speaking. But also, importance of actions in
this work. How to find the balance as a white
person.
● Recommended reading: All We Can Save, Ayana











● Importance of land in its role in shaping who we
are. Land’s legacy influences our belonging
● What happens when lives and stories are erased,
when homes are lost or taken?
● Convergence as an opportunity: What else was
happening on the land at historical times of
change? Who else’s perspectives are there?
● Through representation and storytelling, we can
create an identity that reunites human bodies with
the natural world. Understanding of historical
trauma/grievances must happen before
reconciliation can occur.
● “What form does love of Nature take







Dr. Mustafa Santiago Ali
Rue Mapp (Outdoor Afro)
Chad Brown (Love is King)
Earl B. Hunter, Jr. (Black Folks
Camp Too)





● Outdoor spaces, opportunities for young people to
connect to Earth must represent more than just
white outdoor folks.
● Love of Nature is intrinsic, shows up in all of us as
children, but is “wrung out of” Black and brown
children at an early age
● Sustainable practices such as reusing and
repurposing/ growing gardens, etc. originated out
of oppression, poverty, or other disadvantaged
situations. Capitalism and colonialism both
disparage being poor or wanting AND attempt to
appropriate and market these practices for profit,
to White audiences.
● Powerful to witness leaders from grassroots,
government, and large organizations inspire and
offer suggestions accessible on many levels, from
the local up to global, and committing to
reconnecting people of color with the natural
world.
● Many representatives from legal backgrounds
fighting for people of color and environmental
issues—directly speaks to Pollinating
Conversation with grandfather Si (environmental
lawyer) and his comments about how enviro gov’t
organizations are not advocating for people. Well,
here they are…
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Local Community Event Happenings, Learnings, Developments
RISE (Rockaway Initiative for Sustainability and
Equity) Beach Cleanup
● Participated in community beach cleanup, as a way
to build relationship in a time of isolation.
● Tangible expression of gratitude both for Land and
for this organization
● Able to connect with a variety of people over
common love of neighborhood spaces
● Feeling of stewardship and forged connections
Edgemere Farm volunteer day ● Engaged in conversation about food sovereignty and
community responsibilities
● Preparing garden for winter involved doing “messy”
work, which allowed for casual and playful
exchanges
● Met new people, build relationship with local
organization and people
Your Anti-Racist Neighbors Irish for BLM
Solidarity March
● Joined anti-racism group to have a place to talk
about issues with other community members
● Personal accountability work: group provided
actionable items such as orgs and people to support,
ways of participating in anti-oppression movements
in Rockaway
● Irish Solidarity March was a way for me to feel
proud of my heritage while acknowledging the harm
caused by my people. Feeling of being in community
space, with values-sharing group, during period of
intense isolation
Marsh planting with American Littoral
Society/Jamaica Bay Guardian
● Planted 2,000 plugs of spartina on marsh island in
Jamaica Bay
● Met in person Pollinating Conversation partner Don
Riepe, along with other memoirs of ALS
● Shared in conversations with other land-loving




Harvest of Sustainability Seminar, NR 395, Spring 2021
For this class, I designed three modules to support my learning about environmental
racism and ways in which identity shapes how we interact with Land. These modules, “Orienting
to a Vision of the Environmental Movement,” Exploring Intersectionality in the Environmental
Movement,” and “Beyond the Binary,” allowed me to see the environmental movement and
American history of land-relationships from non-white perspectives, confront my own white
privilege, and better understand how the history I have learned and my conditioning impacts the
way I relate to the more-than-human world.  I harvested the key learnings from this class in a
short video. To access the video, click here.
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APPENDIX E:
Rooting for the Earth: A Natural His/Her/Ourstory Card Deck
Card decks have been used across cultures to play games, tell the future, and pass on
knowledge. Bringing a deck of cards into a nature program can help provide an array of choices
and possibilities for discovery or create a framework reliant on chance, giving each program a
uniqueness depending on participants, cards chosen, and who and what is on the land at that
time. Much as prompts and parameters can inject creativity into a craft like drawing or writing,
the cards arrayed at each program can provide limitations that encourage creative work to tie
themes together in novel ways.
Calling upon my ancestral Italian roots and the inspiration of tarot card decks, I
envisioned a card deck as a way to reveal our relationships with the natural world. These
relationships are informed by our past (memory, conditioning, history), manifest in the present,
and show us possible ways of re-connecting to our world for a better future.
By drawing cards that ask questions, provide opportunity for grounding, or offer bits of
wisdom, participants may have unique memories, stories, or experiences brought to mind. These
internal elements combine with the external setting, suffusing the group with a richness of shared
experience. A nature program involving these cards is emergent and includes an element of
relationship-building, both among program participants and the more-than-human beings and
land around us.
The pages below detail each card theme, as well as the questions, quotations, prompts,
and activities, at the time of this writing. This card deck integrates key learnings from my
research, and a selection of resources that informed each theme is included here.
Robin Wall Kimmerer’s teachings on the Grammar of Animacy, as well as Lauret
Savoy’s reflections on how we use names and identification to command the recording of history
heavily influenced the Identification theme.
Dr. Tom Fleishner expounds on the need for humans to make kin and build reflections in
his essay Natural History as a Practice of Kinship. This led to the formation of Connections
cards, which ask us to reflect on the ways we relate to the more-than-human world.
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In her paper on transformative environmental education, Annette Gogh remarks on the
need to incorporate ways of knowing the world that divest from the narrow scope of binaries, the
focus on able-bodied, middle-class, male perspectives so heavily taught in outdoor education.
The Access cards, then, ask participants to focus on their unique perceptions of a space, rather
than rely on another person’s interpretation.
The decision to include marginalized voices as they were encountered in this research
was informed by my witnessing the erasure of BIPOC environmental leaders’ work in
mainstream nature education. As a white person learning about erasure and silencing, I used the
Voices cards as an opportunity to amplify these voices in my work.
Finally, many people who study ecological systems, such as Drs. Matthew Kolan and
Walter Poleman, Dr. Allison Ornsby and Robin wall Kimmerer prioritize beginning with the
local when considering place-based engagement, which informed my decision to include a theme
centered on more-than-human beings likely to be sharing space while the card deck is in use.
Index Card Theme Key Practices, Concepts, and Invitations
Connection The cards provide open ended questions for deeper inquiry,
exploring our connection to nature, and practicing suspending judgement.
(In)formation Many ecologists highlight the importance of knowing at least 10 local species of
plants in your area as a measure of connecting and being with land. These cards
will introduce you to the more-than-human beings you may encounter in this
environment.
Access These questions invite us to use our senses to experience place. They are
informed by literature and podcasts concerning race, and disability justice &
body-discrimination in the outdoors.
Voices These cards amplicy and celebrate BIPOC, queer, and femenine voices speaking
on our relationships with Earth. They are intended to provide a richly diverse
chorus of human-nature relationships, sharing different ways of understanding
and relating to our world.
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Identification These activities invite us to notice the ways we name, know, and build
relationships with the natural world. They are inspired by our memories and
history, as well as new ways of relating to the more-than-human world.
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Connections:
Sometimes it’s easy to forget that we need to do nothing more than simply breathe to
experience the natural world. Do you think of “nature” as “out there,” or do you revel in
being a part of it every day?
Through these cards, we can practice leaving judgement behind and exploring different
ways to think about the natural world. An ecosystem brings abundance, and these
questions help us create spaces to share ideas, generating an abundance of possibilities for
new ways of thinking and being with nature.
1. Does anything in this landscape spark a memory? How does having (or not having)
memories associated with a place affect your experience?
2. Creating art and “doing science” (making guesses, recording observations, testing
things, asking questions) are at the core of the human experience. Who can be called
an artist or a scientist? How might our definitions of art and science shape us?
When have you created art or experimented? What inspired you?
3. How did you feel about being outdoors when you were a child?
4. Describe a time when you felt like you belonged in/to a place? What helps you feel
belonging in a new place?
5. When have you accessed a natural resource with gratitude or intention?
6. What traditions or rituals help you feel connected to the world around you?
7. Think of words used to describe a person who loves the natural world. Do the words
carry positive (+) or negative (-) connotations?
8. Who first introduced you to “the outdoors” or “the natural world?” How did they
do this?
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9. Imagine you are alone in Nature. Where are you? How are you feeling? What are
you doing? How does this scenario change when you are with a companion?
10. What are some habits or practices that help you:
○ connect to Nature…
○ live sustainably…
○ be respectful of the natural world..
(In) Formation:
We have much to learn from the more-than-human beings with whom we share
space. These cards contain tidbits of information about the beings and landforms
around Rockaway Beach in New York City. Adaptability, resiliency, and cooperation
help these beings persist, even as homo sapiens make that persistence an act of
defiance. What surprises you about the learnings shared in these cards? What will
you carry with you? Enjoy this tiny slice of the amazing biodiversity of our
home--Earth.
1. Spartina alterniflora (spar-TIN-a all-tern-i-flora)
○ Common name: smooth cordgrass
○ Grows 3’-8’ tall, very salt-tolerant
○ Essential to land-creation. Stabilizes sediment, provides food and habitat
○ Stores carbon, returns nutrients to ecosystem
○ Reproduces with seeds and rhizomes (type of root system). Plant makes male and
female flowers: females mature before males to prevent self-pollination and
promote diversity
2. Solidego sempervirens (sol-i-dah-go semper-vye-rens)
○ Common name: seaside goldenrod
○ In the aster family: flowers are star-shaped
○ Basal leaves (closest to ground) are evergreen. Flowers in late summer/fall
○ Salt-tolerant and drought resistant
○ Roots hold soil in place, help stabilize dune systems
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○ Wrongfully accused of causing hay fever!
3. Plantago major (plan-tah-go may-jer)
○ Common name: Broadleaf Plantain
○ Naive to Eurasia, brought to U.S. for medicinal and food purposes.
○ Root of name “planta” refers to sole of the foot (referencing flat, broad leaves)
○ Seeds are wind-pollinated, plant grows in harsh conditions
○ Leaves can be used to treat wounds or burns, or soothe sore feet!
○ Also called: White Man’s Foot
4. Malva neglectus (mahl-va neg-lek-tuhs)
○ Common name: common mallow
○ Native to Europe, introduced around much of the world
○ Leaves are edible, used in traditional medicine and natural dyes
○ Reproduces by seeds, which can lie dormant for a long time
○ Related to cotton, hibiscus, and okra!
○ Plants develop a woody taproot, making removal difficult.
○ Also called: cheese weed, buttonweed
5. Leucophaeus atricilla (lewk-oh-fay-ys at-riss-ella)
○ Common name: Laughing Gull
○ Native to coastal N + S America
○ Breed in coastal marshes, migrate south in winter (northern populations)
○ Black feathers on head are shed after breeding season
○ Male will build a nest to entice a mate
○ Scientific name means “white” (leucos) and “dusky” (phaeus), black (ater) tail
(cilla). May have been a result of mis-recorded notes by Carolus Linneaus!
6. Haematopus palliatus (hay-ma-to-put pal-e-ah-tos)
○ Also called: American Oystercatcher
○ Once hunted nearly to extinction, populations are now stable
○ Vulnerable to habitat loss and pollution
○ Feed by snipping the muscle that shellfish use to close shell, then eating the meat
○ Babies (chicks) are cared for by both parents. Can feed on their own at 2 months.
○ Nest only in inter-tidal areas, barrier islands. Courtship can include several pairs
of birds.
7. Crassostrea virginica (crasso-streya vir-gin-i-ka)
○ Also called: Easern Oyster, Atlantic Oyster, Virginia, Blue Point, Wellfleet,
Chesapeake Bay Oyster…
○ Filter feeds and cleans water, can filter up to 50 gallons of water per day
○ Begins life free-swimming, can switch sexes multiple times in a lifetime
○ Adults cement their shells to hard surfaces and form reefs
○ These reefs form the basis for a healthy ecosystem foundation
8. Spisula solidissima (spih-sula solid-is-ema)
○ Also called: Surf Clam, Hen Clam, Skimmer
○ Prefers clean, moving water, and sandy substrate
○ Begins life as free-swimming larvae. Can be male, female, both, or may switch as
they grow
○ Siphon + filters water for particulates to eat. Can improve water quality but is
vulnerable to toxins.
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○ 30 year life span. Harvested for food and as bait for fishing
9. Estuary (ess-tew-ary)
○ A body of water where salt and freshwater sources meet (brackish)
○ Provides nursery habitat for species from both river and marine ecosystems
○ Among the most productive ecosystems in the world, vulnerable to pollution
○ Protects coast from storms by absorbing surges of water like a sponge
○ Tides shift salinity and water depth, and change every ~6 hours
10. Barrier Island (bah-ree-er eye-land)
○ A dynamic body of land parallel to a coast, made of sand/loose debris
○ Often create marshes on land side
○ Formed and changed by waves depositing sediment along a shore
○ Provides habitat for beach vegetation and animals that feed/live on them
○ Bears the brunt of ocean and storms
○ Extremely endangered by sea level rise
○ Very diverse, but living conditions are tough!
Access:
We each experience the world through our bodies. These questions invite us to
celebrate and explore the sensory smorgasbord that is Planet Earth. Each of us
relates to our senses differently. We experience stimuli in our own unique way. What
wonderful things emerge when we share our experiences of the natural world?
What emerges that we may have missed while alone? Our perceptual differences
can bring a beautiful richness to the landscape when we explore them together
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1. What languages do you understand? These can be written or spoken (like Spanish
or Javascript), visual or spatial (shapes or colors), auditory (birdsong or moving
water), or something else. How many languages or means of communicating can we
experience in our time together?
2. Close your eyes for 30 seconds. How many distinct sounds can you hear? What
smells do you notice? What else becomes apparent when you don’t rely on sight?
3. What is human-made in this landscape? What is natural? What is a blend of the two
or in-between? What senses help you decide?
4. What other senses do you use in addition to sight, smell, hearing, taste, touch? What
information do these senses provide? When do those senses help us? When do you
use them?
5. As we journey together, notice how beings exchange information. How do different
species communicate? What means of communication do you use when you’re not
sure of a shared language?
6. When we meet a new person, we might shake hands and say “hi.” When we meet a
new dog or cat, we let them sniff our hand. How do we make introductions to a new
place? What protocols do you have for introducing yourself to more-than-human
beings?
7. Is there any wind today? Describe its characteristics: how fast? What direction?
What temperature? Any smells? What kind of information can the air give us?
8. As anyone who spends time outside can tell us, nature can be unpredictable! What
are some ways we cope with the unexpected? Compare these resources with others
in the group.
9. Early humans relied on signals in their environment for help navigating their world.
For example, a chorus of birdsong meant there were no predators nearby. Today, we
are still soothed by birdsong: an ancestral memory. On our walk, what stimuli
soothes you? Think, share, or journal what you think the origins of that soothing or
calming stimulus might be.
10. As we move through this area, focus on a particular sense that you don’t often rely
on. Do you notice anything new or differently?
11. What’s the weirdest more-than-human being you can think of, and what makes it
weird to you? As we journey, notice when something strikes you as weird, and
consider sharing your reflections with another person.
12. Think of (and share if you like) a time that you really enjoyed yourself outdoors.
What did it smell like? Taste like? Sound like? Feel like? Look like?
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13. We might use our sense of touch to give or derive comfort, set boundaries, or move
through the world. As we explore this landscape, take note of how other beings
share information through touch (or not-touching!). What do you notice?
14. Practice describing what you are experiencing right now, putting a special
awareness on the sense(s) you’re accessing.  How would you share this moment with
someone who has different sense-abilities than you?
15. When was the last time you felt afraid outside? What happened? How did you take
care of yourself?
16. The way we look at something impacts the way we see it. For example, one might
look at a loved one differently than they might look at a fencepost. Practice looking
at beings or objects in a landscape carefully, as you would a conversation partner.
What do you notice? (Alternate: notice when you are intentionally tuning into
something (really seeing it, listening carefully, etc.)
17. What are some ways we can share knowledge when we don’t have “proof?” Under
what conditions does information become believable or true for you?
18. Is this space familiar to you? What happens in your body when you are in a familiar
place? What changes occur when you are in a new or unfamiliar place?
19. Plant yourself on the ground and take a few slow, deep breaths. What happens in
your body, in your mind? Are you noticing anything new or differently?
20. Think of a relationship you have with a being who isn’t human. How do you
communicate? What are the dynamics/benefits of this relationship?
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Identification
Names are powerful things.
They are often the first step towards making new friends. Place names help us find our
way. Knowing the names of a plant can be the difference between medicine and poison.
Names can also be used to wield power or control. Re-naming can be a celebration, a
silencing, or an act of oppression. These cards  invite us to think about the way we name
and identify the world around us.
1. Time Travellers: As  group, think about what do you think was happening here:
○ 10,000 years ago?
○ 400 years ago?
○ 100 years ago?
○ During your childhood? During your parents’ childhood?
○ Where did you learn the history of this place? Who could you ask, or where
might you look for this information?
2. Put Yourself in the Picture: Art in nature can be a way to create the reality you
want, and to put yourself into the world. Try to create a recording of this moment
and place, using whatever medium is around. What will you faithfully re-create?
What gets embellished? How can you faithfully depict your own identity in this
place?
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3. Rockaway has been a place of healing (and also pain), abundance (and also loss), a
fun destination (and home sweet home). Think of a time when you felt one of these
associations show up in your life. How did that experience impact your relationship
to this place?
4. Find a plant somewhere in the area. Take some time getting familiar with it. How
many leaves? What shape/color? Where is it growing? Who else is nearby?
*drawing or sketching can help us notice more deeply* With the group, try to learn
the name of the plant, or work together to create a way to identify it in the future.
Are you able to find out the name(s) of this plant? If so, do you think that name fits
with what you’ve found out about it? How does knowing/not-knowing the name
impact your relationship with this plant?
5. Identify something or someone in this space that you recognize.
○ What’s one thing that you know about this subject?
○ What’s one thing you’d like to find out?
○ How does it feel to recognize the subject in a place that may or may not feel
familiar?
6. Think of any names that have been changed in your lifetime. These can be human
and more-than-human beings, landmarks, holidays, roads, towns…
○ Why were the names changed? By whom?
○ How did the name change impact you?
7. With a partner, identify something or someone nearby that you can call by name.
What does the name tell you about the subject? Now, pretend you’re responsible for
changing that name. What things will you consider when deciding on a new name?
8. Think about some names of nearby flora and fauna. (Check green cards or chat
with a partner for inspiration!) What stories do these names reveal? How important
is it to you that a name “suits” a subject?
9. The knowledge we have about a place can come to us from informational resources,
personal experiences, or stories passed down to us generationally. Think about the
knowledge your group has about this place. What methods have you used to collect
and share this information? How do the methods by which you learned material
impact the way you might share it?
10. Assign one person to be a record keeper. Have each person share one thing they
know about this place. This knowledge can be historic, personal, public, ecological,
or political. What knowledge does your group have access to? Are there any gaps to
explore? How might we fill them in? What surprises you?
11. Be a Phenologist: Phenology: the study of cyclic and seasonal natural phenomena.
And how those phenomena shift with climate change. With the group, think of some
phenomena that are observable and/or measurable. Can any of these be observed or
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measured on our journey? Why might we want to study these? Bonus: Create a
ritual or celebration centered around your noticing of these cyclic or seasonal
phenomena!
12. Be An environmental restoration specialist: As a group, identify something in the
landscape that you would like to change/repair/improve. What are your concerns?
How will you change things, and why? Who will you involve in this project? Keep
these questions in mind as we encounter examples of plans that have changed this
landscape over time.
13. Home Sweet Home: As a group, see how many homes you can identify in this area.
Homes can mean a place for fulfilling bodily needs, safety, food, share, shelter, etc.
Are these homes temporary? Permanent?  Who lives here? (Humans? Animals?
Plants?) According to your findings, how hospitable, safe, welcoming, or able to
support (bio)diversity is this place? What can homes tell us about a place?
14. Share something you notice nearby, and use words/pronouns often reserved only for
people as you refer to living beings. How can we call/refer to more-than-humans
without using “it?” What changes when we avoid “it?”
15. Sending Out Roots: Think of a moment in your life when you felt a connection to
the Earth.  How old are you? What are you doing? Where are you, and with whom?
Write, draw, express it in a way that feels good.
16. Choose a being or place nearby. Notice how you value it/them: is it beautiful?
Useful? Once you’ve become aware of the “value” of this being or object, try to find
another way of experiencing it/them.  What makes something/one valuable? Does
this value seem personal, universal, or something else?
17. Make one subjective (opinion-based) observation about this place. Make one
objective (fact-based) observation about this place. Share your observations with
someone in the group. How do facts and opinions work together to create our
experiences? What do you notice when we share our observations?
18. Ask someone in the group to share their ideal outdoor experience. Listen, and then
share yours. What surprises you?
19. How will you remember this place? What will you take with you? What gets left
behind?
20. How do you learn best? Pair or group up with someone(s), and trade information on
how you each like to learn. Next, share a piece of information (about yourself,
something you learned today, etc.) in a style that your partner(s) can learn from.
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Voices
There are as many ways of making sense of human/Earth relationships as there are human
beings. From whom do you learn about the world around you? These cards hold the voices
of teachers, leaders, storytellers, and dwellers of the Earth who are often overlooked or
silenced. They carry with them personal experience, and offer us a glimpse into a spectrum
of understanding. If humanity--all of us--are to survive and thrive, then we must listen to
and learn from the full range of voices, human and otherwise, giving exquisite attention to
those who have been silenced. As you take in the words on these cards, can you allow your
understanding of your role in the natural world to shift a little?
1. “Kinship defines how we relate to one another. It determines whom and what we
include in the structuring of our societies and whom and what we feel a sense of
responsibility toward.” Sherri Mitchell, Weh’na Ha’mu Kwasser, Penawahpskek
Nation. Lawyer, author, teacher. From “Indigenous Prophecy and Mother Earth (in
All We Can Save: Truth Courage, and Solutions for the Climate Crisis by Ayana
Elizabeth Johnson and Katharine E. Wilkinson
2. “The past, our stories local and global, the present, our communities, cultures,
languages and social practices-- all may be spaces of marginalization, but they have
also become spaces of resistance and hope.” Linda Tuhiwai Smith, Decolonizing
Methodologies: Research and Indigenous Peoples
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3. “For us, the most compelling questions are those that can be answered in a
multiplicity of ways, in different situations.” carla bergman and Nick Montgomery,
Joyful Militancy
4. “When we pay attention, we find our social assumptions challenged, even more fully
than they are in human political discourse. It turns out that in the plant world,
plants of only one sex are very much in the minority. What is normal in nature can
surprise us. In botany, “bisexual” and “perfect” are synonyms.” T.L. Fleishner,
Natural History as a Practice of Kinship
5. “No one wanted to talk about the extent to which that racialized terrorism created a
turning point in the lives of black folks whereing nature, once seen as a freeing
place, became a fearful place. That silence has kept us from knowing the
ecohistories of black folks.” bell hooks, Appalachian Elegy
6. “My grandfather Daddy Gus planted neat rows of growing crops. Without evoking
a naive naturalism that would suggest a world of innocence, I deem it an act of
counterhegemonic resistance for black folks to talk openly of our experiences
growing up in a southern world were we felt ourselves living in harmony with the
natural world.” bell hooks, Appalachian Elegy
7. “A vacation is external. A pilgrimage is internal. An adventure combines them
both.” Eddy Harris, Mississippi Solo
8. “Perhaps no recorded ‘fact’ can stand innocent. Each told fact holds meaning to the
recorder, and each historical narrative (re)presents accidental and deliberate
silences or omissions.” Lauret Savoy, Trace: Memory, History, Race, and the
American Landscape
9. “Maybe a quiet statement that this world has too much to offer for me to not want
to reach out with arms wide, that there is too much good music and good food and
scenic beauty and I want to sample it all, that there is no place on Earth where I
can’t go, where I don’t belong, and nothing I can’t do. Forget about taboos and
accepted patterns and fears--even common sense. The only restrictions are the ones
I (we all) put in place.” Eddy Harris, Mississippi Solo.
10. “It did seem easier to piece together the geologic history of almost any place on
Earth than to recover my ancestors’ past.” Lauret Savoy, Trace
11. “Listening in wild places, we are audiences to conversations in a language not our
own. I think now that it was a longing to comprehend this language I hear in the
woods that led me to science, to learn over the years to speak fluent botany.” Robin
Wall Kimmerer, Braiding Sweetgrass: Indigenous Wisdom, Scientific Knowledge,
and the Teaching of Plants
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12. “A species and a culture that treat the natural world with respect and reciprocity
will surely pass on genes to ensuing generations with higher frequency than the
people who destroy it.” Robin Wall Kimmerer,  Braiding Sweetgrass: Indigenous
Wisdom, Scientific Knowledge, and the Teaching of Plants
13. “Writing about nature means accepting that it will prove you wrong. And right.
And render you generally confused. Nature is mysterious, and our part in the
pageant is shrouded in mystery as well. This means contradiction and paradox and
irony. It means that there will always be an exception. Nature has always humiliated
the self-congratulatory scientist.” Alex Carr Johnson, “How To Queer Ecology, One
Goose At A Time”
14. “Once upon a time, some humans told a story about their relationship to the Earth,
and they used it to build a world that was beautiful but flawed. Over time, people
realized that was the wrong story and they constructed a new one, one that said they
could live in harmony with their environment. And they used the pieces of their old
story to help construct their new one.” Kendra Pierre-Louis, “Wakanda Doesn’t
Have Suburbs” from All We Can Save Anthology
15. “To be raised in a world where crops grown by the hands of loved ones is to
experience an intimacy with earth and home that is lost when everything is out
there,somewhere away from home, waiting to be purchased.” bell hooks,
Appalachian Elegy
16. “Something as seemingly simple as a garden had the ability to uplift spirits and
forge some semblance of home amidst prison-like conditions. These tangible
symbols of hope and resilience helped the Japanese survive incarceration. But
perhaps more than anything...the essence of the Japnese gardens at Manzanar was
that of cultural identity.” Sara Shimazaki,  “Gardening as Resistance at Manzanar”
from Outside Voices podcast
17. “It’s going to take all of us to get together and let them know we care, and we are
going to defend this place.” Kathy Jefferson, historic preservation officer--Lone Pine
Paiute Shoshone Reservation. Excerpt from opening speech during memorial
pilgrimage to Manzanar concentration camp. Outside Voices Podcast
18. “There was a saying among the Mundo: It takes only one lie to unravel the world.
And when our father, wearing his preacher’s hat, said God had said man had
dominion over all the earth, the Mundo men had declared this could not possibly be
true. Perhaps, they had said, stroking their bearded chins, it is the one lie that has
unraveled your world.” Alice Walker, By The Light of my Father’s Smile
19. “World and human beings do not exist apart from each other, they exist in constant
interaction.” Paulo Freire, Pedagogy of the Oppressed
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20. “While all individuals may imbue a landscape with meaning, only some meanings
gain traction in our quest to define ourselves and the places we live, or to shape a
national narrative that supposedly reflects the beliefs and experiences of all
americans.” Carolyn Finney, Black Faces, White Spaces
If you enjoyed the questions, prompts, and quotations in this deck, you may like to dive
deeper into the works that inspired them! Below is a list of resources that you may find helpful as
you learn more about our shared history on Earth.
Joyful Militancy: Building thriving resistance in toxic times by carla bergman and Nick Montgomery
Black Faces, White Spaces: Reimagining the Relationship of African Americans to the Outdoors by
Carolyn Finney
Pedagogy of the Oppressed By Paulo Friere
Mississippi Solo: A river quest By Eddy Harrie
Appalachian Elegy: Poetry and place by bell hooks
Braiding Sweetgrass: Indigenous Wisdom, Scientific Knowledge, and the Teachings of Plants by Robin
Wall Kimmerer
All We Can Save: Truth, courage, and solutions for the climate crisis edited by Ayana Elizabeth Johnson
and Katharine Wilkinson
Trace: Memory, History, Race, and the American Landscape by Lauret Savoy
Decolonizing Methodologies: Research and Indigenous Peoples By Linda Tuhiwei Smith
The body is not an apology by Sonia Renee Taylor
By the Light of my Father’s Smile by Alice Walker
Natural History as a Practice of Kinship article by Dr. Thomas L. Fleishner
Listening to Voices from the Margins: Transforming Environmental Education Article by Annette Gogh
How To Queer Ecology: One Gosoe At A Time, A Lesson Plan blog entry in Orion Magazine by Alex Carr
Johnson
Gardening as Resistance in Manzanar in Outside Voices Podcast by Sarah Shimazaki




Interpreting the environment with Rooting for the Earth card deck
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This card deck can be used...
...As a spontaneous pop-up program
Duration: 20 minutes
Audience: families, groups, and individuals in public spaces on Rockaway Beach, NYC
Materials needed:
● The card deck
● Artifacts from nearby, pictured above (for example, in Rockaway this includes modern shells and
fossilized oyster shell, horseshoe crab molt, skate egg case, processed equine/bovine bones)
● Paper and writing/drawing tools, enough for at least 10 people
Goal:
Engage in a short engaging and informative conversation about the local landscape. Notice and
highlight relationships including those among human beings, between human and more-than-human
beings, humans and Land, and more-than-human beings and Land.  Explore how subjectivity can enrich
an outdoor experience, by welcoming memory, personal experience, and creative reflection. Following
the experience, participants will have deepened their understanding of and familiarity with the ecosystem
in which they’re spending time, as well as made new acquaintance(s).
To play:
● Invite participants with a brief pitch, explain concept of mini-nature program, benefits of a
conversation about the ecosystem we’re currently enjoying.
● Acknowledge stewardship of original dwellers by referring to Rockaway as originally Canarsie
and Lenape lands, and ask participant(s) to express gratitude for the land in whatever way feels
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right. Provide deeper introduction such as background, interests, etc. and ask participants to
introduce themselves. This can be in the form of a casual exchange. Distribute paper and drawing
supplies, mention they can be used if needed, but not required.
● Take out visual aids (artifacts from the beach), explain that they’ve all been collected from the
beach, and that they all teach us something about the history (natural and social) of this place.
Bones point to Jamaica Bay’s history as a rendering plant, fossilized oysters recall NY’s long
history with this species--used by original people (Canarsie and Lenape) for food, and European
colonizers for food and commerce. Modern day shells point to conservation efforts to restore
oyster reefs in the harbor and surrounding waters. Other artifacts (skate egg and horseshoe crab
molt) point to the diversity of life and surprise ways of gleaning information from what washes
up on land. Artifacts do not have to be explained, and can be made available for participants to
engage with as they wish, asking and answering questions as they arise.
● Introduce card deck. “This deck is something I use to get conversation going and to guide our
time together.” Review 5 themes, and ask participant(s) to choose one card from each. Read
cards, begin with Connections (orange) and (In)Formation (green). These cards are “anchors” and
provide an opening point by asking general questions about human/nature relationship and providing
information about the more-than-human beings in the area. Each card will offer a way of entering into
a conversation about the ecosystem around us. Participant(s) are encouraged to ask questions,
especially if they are curious about something not present in the cards.
● If prompts on cards ask us to move around the landscape, participant(s) and leader can venture
away from the gathering place and explore around the dunes, shoreline, or planted areas near
boardwalk. These can be one individual going out and coming back, the whole group walking out
and back together, or the leader pointing out places for exploration after the program. This can be
decided together, depending on what participant(s) are comfortable with.  Some cards may ask for
journaling, drawing, or creative expression, refer to paper and drawing/writing tools for this.
● Once the cards have been touched on, summarize findings, and assess group’s energy. Ask for
follow-up questions, or thoughts on the experience. Prepare to close program, offering thanks for
time and attention. Mention the purpose of card deck as an interactive natural history experience,
and ask how group is feeling afterwards. Assessment can be made orally, or group can record
impressions on paper.
...As a structured outdoor engagement program
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Duration: 90 minutes
Audience: a group of attendees invited in for an outdoor education program on Rockaway Beach, NYC
Materials Needed:
● Card deck
● Visual aids (artifacts from above activity, plus maps showing shape of Rockaway peninsula
changing from 1600s-present day)
● paper/drawing tools
Goal:
To provide an intimate encounter with the land we’re standing on and to encourage deeper
thought about ourselves as a part of an ecosystem, rather than a separate acting force. As a structured
nature program, attendees may arrive expecting information on the land around them, as well as a fun
time in a natural setting. This program incorporates natural history information, as well as asks
participants to help shape the trajectory of the program by offering their own unique insights. Creativity
and reflection will aid in creating relationships among group members by allowing us to share personal
elements in a way that feels comfortable.
Outline of program:
Begin with group sitting together in a start place: on the beach, at a picnic table, etc.)
● Introductions and land acknowledgement. Ask group to take a minute to express gratitude for the
land we’re on, in whatever way feels comfortable. Acknowledge stewardship of original dwellers
by referring to Rockaway as originally Canarsie and Lenape lands. Offer background and ask
group to introduce themselves by sharing their name and where they’re from/living now.
● Begin with overview of the program, including the use of card deck to foster interactive dialogue.
“If you are familiar with the dune, marsh, and beach ecosystem of Rockaway Beach, this program
might inspire a new or different way of thinking about those elements of this landscape. If you are
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new to this ecosystem, I hope that by the end, you’ll have learned something surprising and new
about these wonderful systems, and also have formed a relationship not only with this place, but
with whatever place is home to you.”
● Present cards and explain themes and content. Depending on group size, have each member pull 1
card, or pair/group up and ask each pair or small group to draw a card. Aim to have at least one
card from each theme, although there can be duplicates.
● Ask each card-holder to read their card (or leader can read aloud if that’s preferred), begin with
Connections (orange) and (In)Formation (green).
● After cards are read, ask group to use their drawing tools and paper to record first impressions.
When we are all ready, group will begin to prepare for a short walk.
● Lead group on a short walk through the boardwalk and shoreline area. Leader will point out
plants and animals, as well as human-made structures along the way. Group is invited to make
connections to the cards, and point out their own observations. Leader can help make these
connections due to familiarity with card material.
● End walk at a place where the group can reconvene, on a blanket on the sand, benches along the
boardwalk, or picnic table, depending on route taken. Review cards, and ask group to take a few
minutes to record impressions of each after the walk.
● Leader will guide a conversation among the group, with participants sharing impressions,
observations, memories, and answering/completing any activities mentioned on Identification
(blue) cards.
● Begin to wrap up program, express gratitude for participation and permission to build
relationship. Acknowledge that, by responding to prompts and questions and showing up in the
way they did, participants provided an invaluable element of spontaneity to the gathering.
Willingness to participate is a gift, and any level of participation is appreciated. Ask group about
how they felt during this program. Feedback can be recorded on paper or provided orally.
● Farewell, pack out any trash, and part ways.
...On an individual basis:
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Duration: open ended, at least 15 minutes
Audience: anyone in Rockaway Beach, NYC with this set of cards (in future, deck “expansion packs” can
highlight different ecosystems, and may be used in various locations)
Materials Needed:
● Card deck
● Journal/writing or drawing supplies
Goal:
To use introspective techniques such as self-inquiry, stream of consciousness recording, and close
observation to deepen personal relationship with place.
Outline of program:
● Sit in a comfortable spot where you can be undisturbed for at least 15 minutes. This spot should
be in a place where you feel you can connect to the land around you. Cards are designed to be
used outside on Rockaway Beach, however, an inside spot next to a window can work, or any
place where you can get a sense of connection to the land.  Take a moment to acknowledge and
appreciate the land before beginning.
● Lay out each themed deck. Shuffle each deck and draw one card from each pile. Keep cards face
down until one card from each deck has been chosen.
● Begin to turn over and read cards, beginning with (In)Formation and Connections, then following
up with the remaining three decks (Voices, Access, and Identification).
● Read each card, and journal first impressions. If exercise is being completed outside, consider
moving around the space, or shifting your field of view to create an expansive view of what is
happening here.
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● Notice what comes up during observation and witnessing of the land around you, and as those
observations tie in with the content of cards drawn.
● Use journal to free-write, sketch, or otherwise record what is happening in your body and in the
land, any new things you notice, or anything you notice differently.
APPENDIX G:
Behind the Scenes: The making of Rockaway! A Natural His/Her/Ourstory card deck
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The Idea Is Born:
As my research project began to take shape, I used a pack of color-coded index cards to
record meaningful excerpts from the resources (books, podcasts, social media posts, journals,
conversations, and virtual gatherings) from which I was learning, as well as questions that
emerged. At what would become roughly the halfway point of my research journey, I began to
shift from tending the gaps in my learning into a phase of incorporating these learnings into my
leadership. The color coded index cards were roughly grouped into categories, for example:
“Nature as Healer/Our Bodies and Land,” “Community: Where? What? Who? How?,” “Safety,
Memory, and Race,” and “Voices From The Margins (quotes).” I spread them across the floor
one day, marvelling at the wisdom they contained, and played with them by grouping similar or
related content into multi-colored piles, journaling maps of connections.
As I sorted and re-sorted, I thought about all I had learned about the more-than-human
world. I was beginning to refer to plants and animals as “someone” rather than “something” in
journals and conversation;  I was hearing from research partners about their own experiences in
the outdoors, and sharing my own; I learned about environmentalists of color working hard to
call mainstream attention to the historical and ongoing relationships to land that need to be
addressed and repaired. I would create a way to ask questions and make observations that call
attention to some of the assumptions of human/Nature relationships impressed on us by
dominant western culture.
Cards inspired by Tarot decks could hold questions, observations, and direct quotes from
often-silenced groups (such as BIPOC, queer, and feminist voices). These cards would be
grouped into color-coded categories in order to support different types of interactions. I
envisioned participants gathering around this deck, drawing cards from each category, then using
them to guide conversation. Some colors would be easier to open up with, while others asked for
more vulnerability. I envisioned a program that would provide structure for this
relationship-building and conversation among program participants. Overall, my idea was that
the deck would help create a program that decentered the teacher as a leader and placed her in
the role of midwife. My job would be to ensure participants were informed and consenting to the
experience, be clear about the goals and how the program would run. The questions would gently
call attention to how we bring our physical bodies into a natural space when we are on a nature
program. What do we want to walk away with? What are we bringing with us? In so many
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programs I have led, the participant is merely a listener, their own unique perspectives and
histories aren’t shared. This idea for the card deck would change that, center
relationship-building by sharing our ideas. It would also include a creative element, as journals
and coloring tools would be provided to help with working through the card questions.
The Editing Process:
I drafted a first deck of cards, and together with my Capstone coach, began to think of
ways to make sure the chosen content landed well on an audience, and used accessible language.
I was aware of the need to bring other people into this part of the process, to honor my research
methodology, which prioritized relationship-building. We agreed that bringing the cards out and
practicing with willing volunteers was a good way to edit. This deck represented a teaching tool
for participants of my nature programs, as well as a tool I could use more informally to begin
conversations about Human/Nature relationships: although I could edit alone for grammar and
redundancy, I needed to let people see this deck in its early stages.
I invited friends and colleagues to participate in practice rounds, where we drew cards
and responded to the prompts and questions. In these “dry-run” nature programs, I could test this
tool with mentors, kin, and beloved, during a time when leading in-person public programs was
challenging or impossible. Allowing others to shape and alter the final outcome of the card deck
required that I get vulnerable.  I became intensely aware of my conditioning to provide
something without errors, and noticed trepidation when showing off the cards. The content
discussed the impacts of racism on land use. It asked us to think about the ways settler culture
impacts our relationships with land and each other. It pointed out that heteronormativity has no
place in the more-than-human world. And yet, I wanted the deck to invite meaningful yet fun
conversations. I wanted participants to enjoy their experience, revel in a new way to connect to
the planet.
Some of the earlier feedback, which pointed out my “preachy” tone of voice, helped me
find a balance where the interesting questions lay:
“I don’t know, this sounds a little like therapy. You don’t want to kill the mood by asking
things that are too deep for having just met someone.”1
1 The quoted excerpts from feedback sessions were recorded with consent from editing volunteers, and are provided
to sketch out the kinds of feedback I received.
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Editors joyfully pulled cards and read drafts, patiently letting me know where their boundaries
were:
“It felt kind of invasive, but I trusted you, and so I felt comfortable sharing. I think if
you’re using these with people you don’t know, it might be a little hard to get vulnerable
at first.”
And when I found the sweet spot:
“The questions become their own actors: they play as much of a role in this as any of the
participants, and there’s an element of surprise that can’t be controlled for.”
Some commenters had incredibly helpful accessibility feedback, helping coach me on wording
and readability:
“It would be helpful if the cards with scientific names had phonetic spellings on them to
help with pronunciation.”
I made a habit of bringing out the deck, and the suggestions became excitement and praise. A
more recent editing partner remarked:
“I love how random these questions are, they surprise me!”
I recorded these comments and more in my journal, reflecting on the suggestions and
changes. I recorded when the editing was wearing on me, and when I just felt that I wanted the
deck to be “done.” These feelings of exasperation and weariness shared space with feeling really
good about the whole process. My community was holding me, patiently and with a sense of
humor helping me build a tool that we could share. My editing partners and I often had
conversations about adapting this deck for their own work; this feedback I relished most of all.
This thing that I helped create would go on to have a new life with these other people! To
challenge my white supremacy culture conditioning, I released my need to “own” this piece,
admitted to being imperfect, releasing defensiveness, paternalism and power-hoarding.
The end result contains questions that I am proud to use in a nature program, and as my
learning continues, I intend this deck to grow and change as well.
